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EXPERIENCE



Augusto Cicaré: 60 years of experience.
Natural talent for creation and innovation.



Global precursor on various systems and solutions.



ACHIEVEMENTS



CICARÉ CH-1: First helicopter made in Latin America and Southern Hemisphere (1958).



CICARÉ CH-4 (1980). One of the first ultralight helicopters worldwide.



The one and only non-virtual flight trainer. A real helicopter.

Gold Medal for the Best Invention in the Aeronautical Category, International Exhibition of Inventions, 
Geneva, 1999.



Own patents on systems such as commands and SVH-4 Helicopter Trainer.



CICARÉ 7T and CICARÉ 8 models are certified in France under ULH Category (Ultra Light Helicopter).
In addition, CICARÉ 8 is in the certification final process for commercial use in Germany. This wll be applied to
almost all of Europe, South Africa, Asia, Oceania, and Latin America.
CICARÉ SVH4 is certified in USA(FAA), Argentina (ANAC), Brazil (ANAC) and Australia (CASA) for pilot training.



Key numbers.

1500+ 
Produced 

helicopters

300,000+
Total flight 

hours

75+ 
Countries in 
5 Continents

15+ 
Helicopters 

designed



PRODUCTS



A conventional helicopter mounted on a mobile platform that allows
all movements (up to a meter high) with full command control and
safety. It facilitates the unique experience of piloting a real helicopter.
Risk-free. Significantly lower costs.







The father of ultralight helicopters.
Ultralight single-seat helicopter for sports use.
Evolution of the CH-7 Angel with notable improvements in design and safety,
thanks to the reliable and robust 4-stroke Rotax 912 engine (100Hp).



(2010)



ULM 2-seat (tandem) helicopter
Based on the 7B model. Rotax 914UL (115HP) engine.
Approved in France as a Class 6 ultralight helicopter.



(2012)





Two-seat ultralight helicopter:
Low operating cost, for the sports market.
Unique in its category. Top design and technical features.
Rotax 915 iS (141 HP).



(2015)





All the experience of Augusto Cicaré and his Technical, Engineering and Design team
focused on this product that highlights the innovation, quality, maneuverability, and reliability
that characterizes its products.



Transmissions: A simple but reliable crown-pinion system, with an overhaul over 1,000 hours and a very simple 
maintenance.
Rotax 915 iS engine: Based on the proven concept of the Rotax 912 / 914 engine series, the Rotax 915 iS engine 
offers more power, the best power-to-weight ratio in its class, full take-off power up to 15,000 feet (4,570 m) and a 
service ceiling of 23,000 feet (7,010 m).



With a lower fuel consumption, the CICARÉ 8 has lower carbon emissions than others two-
seaters helicopters in the market.

Helicopter
Payload

kg
Fuel consumption

l/h

Fuel consumption per 
kilogram of payload

l/kg-h

Robinson R22 223 30,28 0.136

Guimball Cabri 2 280 38 0.135

CICARÉ 8 207 22 0.106



Two-seat helicopter oriented to the civil market, commercialized as a Kit.
The Lycoming HIO-360 (180HP) motorization delivers power and reliability,
guaranteeing a comfortable and safe operation.
The first 7-unit pre-series is currently being manufactured.



(2016)





Aerial application kit
It can be incorporated into all Cicaré helicopter models.
For the application of fertilizers, insecticides, herbicides, and fungicides.
Product load capacity of 80Lt, and covers up to 30 hectares without refueling.





DISTRIBUTION NETWORK



Future CICARÉ factory in Saladillo, Buenos Aires.
Advanced at 70%.

Extension of 1300 m2 to complete a total of 3000 m2.



Factories outside Argentina.
AeroJones Aviation, China.

Actual and future factories.
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MARKET



B2C business model. Target client: “early adopters” with medium / high income who want to live new experiences.
The potential market for light helicopters is on the order of 4 billion dollars per year (according to ASD report).



A new category

- Helicopters for sports, personal use. (Average price: USD 200K).
- Target market: Niche with millions of potential customers.
- Market atomized in USA / Canada, Europe, South Africa, Oceania, Asia (China) and Latin America.
- Imminent opening of airspace in the USA for light helicopters (ULH). Commercial use.



Kit
In the next 5 years, Cicaré plans to become the world leader in 
kit ultralight and experimental helicopters production and sale.



The insertion of two-seater helicopters into these segments of the experimental market, position CICARÉ as one 
of the most important players, due to the quality, performance, and level of development of their products.



CICARÉ is the creator and sole license holder to produce his 
helicopter flight trainer worldwide.

Unique product, successfully commercialized in Asia, United States, and Europe, with a still 
evolving potential market development.



RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
Ongoing projects



CICARÉ CH-14 / CICARÉ CH-16:
Turbine helicopter platform, with the objective of 
covering the armed and security forces requirements.
Certification under FAR 27 Standard is required.



Military applications:
- Pilot instruction and training
- IFR and NVG training
- Exploration and Recognition Operations



Common project with INVAP and Marinelli of unmanned aerial vehicle RUAS 160



Applications:

- Surface measurements, damage estimations.
- High and medium tension lines control.
- Multispectral aerial photography.
- Aerial phytosanitary application.
- Control of forest fire sources.
- Cattle herding / counting.
- Frost control in crops.
- Border control.

RUAS 160
UAV counter rotating platform.





CICARÉ 7 UAV
Higher payload, in a machine with proven performance.



CICARÉ 11
Counter-rotating helicopter based on the CICARÉ 7 platform.
For UAV, military and recreational applications.



CICARÉ 11VS
Two-seater hybrid design between a conventional helicopter and a fixed wing airplane,
which joins the benefits of both types of aircraft.
It will be capable of take-off and land as a conventional helicopter, but with a forward
speed of 110 Knots.



CICARÉ 15AG
Counter-rotating helicopter with rotors arranged on the sides. Greater "blowing" effect,
specifically designed for agricultural use: liquid applications and frost prevention.



CICARÉ eTrainer
Powered by an electrical motor, the Cicaré eTrainer is designed for a non-emission, 
safer and more entertaining helicopter instruction, based in its successful previous 
model the SVH-4,



DREAM BELIEVE FLY
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